IT’S ALL
ABOUT
THE
MOMENT

ALL YOU NEED FOR PERFECT COFFEE

CAPACITY
up to 100

/ day

MILK SYSTEM

At Franke, we think coffee is about more than
beans and machines.
It’s about the moment you create an amazing coffee
experience for your store’s customer community.
Or the moment you can confidently serve a
large group of customers fast.
It’s about the moment when your customers
stop by for coffee and leave with more. It’s about the moment
you expand your coffee service business to new locations
and still serve up that same high-level in-cup quality.
And, it’s about the moment first-time customers
can prepare their own perfect cup of coffee.

FoamMasterTM

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
A300

BIG IMPACT, SMALL FOOTPRINT

It’s all about the moment.
We can help you make it wonderful.

Milk System

8” TOUCH SCREEN
Easy-to-use

MILK SYSTEM

FOAMMASTER™
For perfect foam

FLAVORS

CROWD PLEASER FOR PERFECT COFFEE

Be it thirsty customers pouring into a café
or hotel guests who prefer making their own
coffee, the A600 can handle large groups of
customers while producing a wide variety of
premium drinks. Our easy-to-use, interactive
touch screen plus optional features, like
iQFlow™ and FoamMaster™, fulfill coffee
wishes for baristas and customers alike. A
machine that gives you more time to focus
on providing the best customer service
possible, the A600 also features a fully
automatic cleaning system for strictest
hygiene standards.

MILK SYSTEM

8” TOUCH SCREEN
Easy-to-use

MILK SYSTEM
FoamMasterTM

FOAMMASTER™
For perfect foam

FLAVORS

 Digital Services

CAPACITY
up to 250

/ day

Milk System

 Digital Services

 iQFlowTM

10.4” TOUCH SCREEN
Incredibly simple operating concept

FoamMaster

TM

FOAMMASTER™
For perfect foam
 iQFlowTM

 Iced Coffee Module

A NEW LEVEL OF INDULGENCE
Think of a coffee, any coffee, and the
A1000 delivers – reliably, cup after cup.
Integrated performance features like
FoamMaster™ and iQFlow™, along with
the optional Flavor Station, create
endless possibilities using the large,
intuitive touch screen, configured to
your expectations. The integrated and
fully automatic CleanMaster™ means
your machine is guaranteed to meet the
strictest hygiene standards and our
outstanding design allows the A1000 to
match any situation.

CLEANMASTER
Fully automatic cleaning process

CAPACITY
up to 300

8” TOUCH SCREEN
Easy-to-use

MILK SYSTEM

FOAMMASTER™
For perfect foam

FLAVORS

 Iced Coffee Module

EASYCLEAN
Automatic cleaning system

/ day

A1000

CAPACITY
up to 150

Milk System

CLEANMASTER
Fully automatic cleaning process

A600

EASYCLEAN
Automatic cleaning system

FoamMaster

Hundreds of different coffee orders, each
and every one made to the same high
standard? It’s easy with the multi-tasking,
time-saving A800. Start with its threeboilers system allowing baristas and
customers alike to prepare a coffee, a
tea and foam milk, all at once. Follow the
large, intuitive touch screen and choose
beverages from three coffee bean
varieties. And focus on unique coffee
experiences using performance features
like iQFlow™ and FoamMaster™.

 Digital Services

CAPACITY
up to 80 / day
TM

LIMITLESS PERFORMANCE

 Digital Services

Looking for a professional coffee machine
to fit in small spaces? You’ve found it.
With its intuitive, easy-to-use screen and
consistent in-cup quality, our A300
provides a premium coffee experience in
the most compact format. So, whether
you’re serving customers in a bakery, a
small restaurant or employees in an office,
this model has you covered. And there’s
more ‒ you can always rely on the A300
to produce an excellent cup of coffee for
both served and self-service options.

We have the experience and knowledge to help
you achieve these moments, no matter
the scale of your ambitions. Because,
whatever business you are in, we know
it’s about more than coffee.

A800

Whether you’re serving coffee in a specialty
coffee shop, a hotel or a restaurant, the
A400 can handle every situation with ease.
This compact but premium coffee machine
comes with an automatic cleaning system
and unique interactive touch screen which
can be configured to your needs, making it
easy to operate for everyone who uses it.
Add options like our FoamMaster™ and you
can create a wide range of drinks that go
above and beyond expectations.

when the coffee completes
the perfect stay.
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A400

Franke Coffee Systems GmbH
Franke Strasse 1
97947 Grünsfeld
Deutschland
Tel. +49 9346 9278 0
Fax +49 9346 9278 100
www.franke.de

CLEANMASTER
Fully automatic cleaning process

/ day

10.4” TOUCH SCREEN
Incredibly simple operating concept

FoamMasterTM

 Digital Services

Franke Kaffeemaschinen AG
Franke-Strasse 9
4663 Aarburg
Schweiz
Tel. +41 62 787 31 31
www.franke.com

FOAMMASTER™
For perfect foam
 iQFlowTM

 Iced Coffee Module

coffee.franke.com

Franke Coffee Systems
UK Limited
6A Handley Page Way,
Old Parkbury Lane,
Colney Street,
St Albans,
Hertfordshire, AL2 2DQ
England
Tel. +44 1923 635700
Fax +44 1923 635701
www.franke.com
Franke Coffee Systems
Americas
800 Aviation Parkway
Smyrna, TN 37167
USA
Tel. +1 615 462 4265
Fax +1 615 462 4400
www.franke.com

SPECTRA X-XL

POWERHOUSE FOR BREWED COFFEE

SB1200

MAXIMUM CHOICE. MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY.
MINIMUM EFFORT.

The Spectra X-XL is your got-to performer
wherever large volumes of premium quality,
brewed coffee are needed in next to no time.
Compact, yet powerful, this fully automatic
coffee machine is perfect for breakfast areas,
as a self-service station at roadside rest stops,
or in corporate cafeterias. The 4-liter brewing
vessel and 4-liter storage vessel ensure that
8 liters of coffee are available at peak times.
For even greater
flexibility, also
available as Twin
solution.

Looking to create individualized coffee experiences
while providing the highest in-cup quality? Look to
the S700: It merges the convenience and
intelligence of a fully automatic machine with the
passion of a two-step machine. At speeds of 160
espressos an hour, the S700 helps baristas set
their creative potential free with its three-boiler
system, for preparing two drinks and milk foam, all
at once, and groundbreaking iQFlow™ technology,
for full flavor.
CAPACITY
up to 250

/ day

STEAMWAND
Manual or
fully automatic

 Digital Services

Breakthrough innovation for increasing beverage choices. Our gamechanging and versatile Specialty Beverage Station uses leading
technology to help you take customer satisfaction to a whole new
level. Unique to Franke, our SB1200 presents an exciting opportunity
to exceed customer expectations and boost your business.
Featuring a vast variety of beverages – from espresso-based
beverages to iced coffee, cold brew and flavored drinks – the SB1200
features our state-of-the-art iQFlowTM technology and an intuitive
12.1” touch screen to enable your customers to quickly and easily
serve themselves delicious hot and cold beverages on demand. All
this is further enhanced with the fully automatic CleanMaster system,
designed for optimal hygiene with minimum effort.

IQFlow™ Groundbreaking technology
for unrivaled in-cup quality

CAPACITY
up to 250

8” TOUCH SCREEN
Easy-to-use

MILK SYSTEM
FoamMasterTM

SPECIAL STEAM WAND
With Autosteam or Autosteam Pro
 Iced Coffee Module

TOTAL FLEXIBILITY
Create unforgettable moments for your community of coffee
lovers by expanding your machine’s capabilities. Our add-on units
are modular and made to visibly and functionally match the
machine you already have. That means you choose only the units
that add the value you need for making your customers come
back for more and your profits continue to grow.
1 Cooling unit
- Refrigerator in product design (5 l /12 l), lockable
–	Perfect hygiene: Intelligent milk hose coupling for contactless
filling
–	Message appears on display when refill required

Flavor Station
–	Dosing station for three or six flavor syrups,
automatic dosing, lockable
–	Can also be stocked with spirits
–	Choose to heat upper shelf with on/off switch

COLD BREW
 Digital Services

4 Cup warmer
–	In the modern, A-series design
–	Preheating for up to 120 cups, glasses and saucers
–	Four heatable storage shelves made of brushed stainless steel
–	Built-in thermostat for consistent temperatures

up to 40 l
 iQFlowTM

More choice for your customers means more business opportunities
for you. Franke’s Iced Coffee Module expands the range of beverages
you can offer to include deliciously refreshing, freshly brewed iced
coffee. Served on its own, or combined with milk, milk foam or
syrups, these coffee beverages are chilled just before dispensing into
the cup. And, to make life easier for you, the module is cleaned
automatically as part of the coffee machine’s cleaning process.
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when great coffee
makes happier customers.

CLEAR CHOICES UX

Vivid displays, customized menus, and an easy, intuitive user
interface encourage inspired choices. It’s all intrinsic to Franke
coffee machines and great coffee moments.

Ensure your customers continue to enjoy great coffee experiences.
Regular and reliable cleaning with Franke cleaning agents and
hygiene treatment products extends the life of your machine and
maintains optimal conditions for continued coffee quality.

CLEANMASTER

Conform to even the strictest hygiene standards with the Franke
CleanMaster cleaning concept. The proven and reliable, fully
automatic process with integrated cleaning cartridge is convenient,
hygienic and efficient.

FOAMMASTER™
For perfect foam
 Iced Coffee Module

Your ticket to flavor success, Franke’s patented, intelligent extraction
process provides consistent, highest quality aroma and taste, cup
after cup. Keep your existing customers happy and win new coffee
enthusiasts by getting maximum flavor from every coffee bean.

CLEANING PRODUCTS AND SERVICE

12.1” TOUCH SCREEN
Outstanding customer experience

FLAVORS

IQFLOWTM

ICED COFFEE MODULE

CLEANMASTER
Fully automatic cleaning process

/ day

Franke offers you a range of digital services to make your business
more agile and responsive, while also creating a unique customer
experience. Connect your coffee machine fleet to our cloud
solution for a clear view of all information crucial to your business.
Reduce the need for on-site technical visits, provide hygienic
touchless ordering and keep customers, as well as employees,
informed and engaged. All this leaves you more time for what
matters most - creating memorable moments for your customers.

2

3 Accounting system
– Can be used for various accounting systems, e.g. coins, cards
–	Perfectly suited for public/private vending
– Accounting housing compact

S700

INSPIRATION FOR CREATIVITY

FRANKE DIGITAL SERVICES

ADD-ON UNITS
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Quick overview

